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Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 A 

ABSORBED ABBDEORS ABSORB, to take up or in  

ACCEDING ACCDEGIN ACCEDE, to consent (to permit or approve)   

ACCENTED ACCDEENT ACCENT, to pronounce with prominence  

ACCEPTED ACCDEEPT ACCEPT, to receive willingly  

ACCLAIMS AACCILMS ACCLAIM, to shout approval of  

ACCREDIT ACCDEIRT to give official authorization to  

ACCUSING ACCGINSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against  

ACQUAINT AACINQTU to cause to know  

ACQUIRED ACDEIQRU ACQUIRE, to come into possession of  

ACQUIRES ACEIQRSU ACQUIRE, to come into possession of  

ACTIVATE AACEITTV to set in motion  

ADAPTING AADGINPT ADAPT, to make suitable  

ADDICTED ACDDDEIT ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively  

ADJUSTED ADDEJSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state  

ADMITTED ADDEIMTT ADMIT, to allow to enter  

ADOPTING ADGINOPT ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means  

ADORNING ADGINNOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive  

AFFIRMED ADEFFIMR AFFIRM, to state positively  

AFFIXING AFFGIINX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part)  

AFFOREST AEFFORST to convert into forest  

ALIGNING AGGIILNN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line  

ALLOCATE AACELLOT to set apart for particular purpose 

ALLOTTED ADELLOTT ALLOT, to give as share or portion  

ALTERING AEGILNRT ALTER, to make different  

ANALYSED AADELNSY ANALYSE, to analyze (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts))  

ANALYSES AAELNSSY ANALYSE, to analyze (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts))  

ANALYZED AADELNYZ ANALYZE, to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)  

ANALYZES AAELNSYZ ANALYZE, to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)  

ANIMATED AADEIMNT ANIMATE, to give life to  

ANIMATES AAEIMNST ANIMATE, to give life to  

ANNEXING AEGINNNX ANNEX, to add or attach  

ANOINTED ADEINNOT ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite  

APPEARED AADEEPPR APPEAR, to come into view  

APPLYING AGILNPPY APPLY, to bring into contact with something  

APPOINTS AINOPPST APPOINT, to name or assign to position or office  

APPRAISE AAEIPPRS to set value on  

APPROVED ADEOPPRV APPROVE, to regard favorably  

APPROVES AEOPPRSV APPROVE, to regard favorably  

AROUSING AGINORSU AROUSE, to stimulate  

ARRANGED AADEGNRR ARRANGE, to put in definite or proper order  

ARRANGES AAEGNRRS ARRANGE, to put in definite or proper order  

ARRESTED ADEERRST ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority  

ASCENDED ACDDEENS ASCEND, to go or move upward  

ASSAILED AADEILSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently)  

ASSEMBLE ABEELMSS to come or bring together 
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ASSERTED ADEERSST ASSERT, to state positively  

ASSESSED ADEESSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation  

ASSESSES AEESSSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation  

ASSIGNED ADEGINSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose  

ASSORTED ADEORSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class  

ASSUMING AGIMNSSU ASSUME, to take on  

ASSURING AGINRSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss)  

ATTACHED AACDEHTT ATTACH, to connect as associated part  

ATTACHES AACEHSTT ATTACH, to connect as associated part  

ATTACKED AACDEKTT ATTACK, to set upon violently  

ATTAINED AADEINTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort  

ATTEMPTS AEMPSTTT ATTEMPT, to make effort to do or accomplish  

AVAILING AAGIILNV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to  

AWAKENED AADEEKNW AWAKEN, to awake (to wake up)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 B 

BALANCED AABCDELN BALANCE, to weigh (to determine weight of)  

BALANCES AABCELNS BALANCE, to weigh (to determine weight of)  

BAPTIZED ABDEIPTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to  

BAPTIZES ABEIPSTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to  

BIRTHING BGHIINRT BIRTH, to originate  

BLENDING BDEGILNN BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together  

BLOOMING BGILMNOO BLOOM, to bear flowers  

BOARDING ABDGINOR BOARD, to take meals for fixed price  

BOTTLING BGILNOTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container)  

BOUNDING BDGINNOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure  

BRANCHED ABCDEHNR BRANCH, to form branches (offshoots)  

BRANCHES ABCEHNRS BRANCH, to form branches (offshoots)  

BRANDING ABDGINNR BRAND, to mark with hot iron  

BREEDING BDEEGINR BREED, to cause to give birth  

BUILDING BDGIILNU BUILD, to construct  

BUTTONED BDENOTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 C 

CANALIZE AACEILNZ to canal (to dig artificial waterway through) 

CAPTURED ACDEPRTU CAPTURE, to take by force or cunning  

CAPTURES ACEPRSTU CAPTURE, to take by force or cunning  

CARPETED ACDEEPRT CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric  

CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another  

CATALOGS AACGLOST CATALOG, to classify information descriptively  

CAUTIONS ACINOSTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger)  

CEMENTED CDEEEMNT CEMENT, to bind firmly  

CENSORED CDEENORS CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage  

CHANGING ACGGHINN CHANGE, to make different  

CHANNELS ACEHLNNS CHANNEL, to direct along some desired course  
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CHARGING ACGGHINR CHARGE, to accuse formally  

CHARTERS ACEHRRST CHARTER, to lease or hire  

CHARTING ACGHINRT CHART, to map out  

CHECKING CCEGHIKN CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over)  

CHOOSING CGHINOOS CHOOSE, to take by preference  

CHRISTEN CEHINRST to baptize (to administer baptism to) 

CIRCLING CCGIILNR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around  

CLADDING ACDDGILN CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing  

CLAIMING ACGIILMN CLAIM, to demand as one's due  

CLASPING ACGILNPS CLASP, to embrace tightly  

CLASSIFY ACFILSSY to arrange according to characteristics  

CLEANING ACEGILNN CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain  

CLOTHING CGHILNOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing  

CODIFIED CDDEFIIO CODIFY, to arrange or systematize  

CODIFIES CDEFIIOS CODIFY, to arrange or systematize  

COGNISED CDEGINOS COGNISE, to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind)  

COGNISES CEGINOSS COGNISE, to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind)  

COGNIZED CDEGINOZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind  

COGNIZES CEGINOSZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind  

COLLECTS CCELLOST COLLECT, to bring together in group  

COLONISE CEILNOOS to colonize (to establish colony)  

COLONIZE CEILNOOZ to establish colony  

COLORING CGILNOOR COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to  

COLOURED CDELOORU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to)  

COMBINED BCDEIMNO COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)  

COMBINES BCEIMNOS COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)  

COMMENCE CCEEMMNO to begin (to start (to set out)) 

COMMENDS CDEMMNOS COMMEND, to praise (to express approval or admiration of)  

COMPILED CDEILMOP COMPILE, to collect into volume  

COMPILES CEILMOPS COMPILE, to collect into volume  

COMPOSED CDEMOOPS COMPOSE, to form substance of  

COMPOSES CEMOOPSS COMPOSE, to form substance of  

COMPUTED CDEMOPTU COMPUTE, to calculate  

COMPUTES CEMOPSTU COMPUTE, to calculate  

CONCEIVE CCEEINOV to understand (to grasp mentally)  

CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) 

CONDUCTS CCDNOSTU CONDUCT, to lead or guide  

CONFINED CDEFINNO CONFINE, to shut within enclosure  

CONFINES CEFINNOS CONFINE, to shut within enclosure  

CONFIRMS CFIMNORS CONFIRM, to assure validity of  

CONNECTS CCENNOST CONNECT, to join together  

CONQUERS CENOQRSU CONQUER, to overcome by force  

CONSIDER CDEINORS to think about 

CONSIGNS CGINNOSS CONSIGN, to give over to another's care  

CONSOLED CDELNOOS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)  

CONSOLES CELNOOSS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)  

CONSULTS CLNOSSTU CONSULT, to ask opinion of  
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CONTACTS ACCNOSTT CONTACT, to communicate with  

CONTOURS CNOORSTU CONTOUR, to make outline of  

CONVENED CDEENNOV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together)  

CONVENES CEENNOSV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together)  

CONVERTS CENORSTV CONVERT, to change into another form  

CONVEYED CDEENOVY CONVEY, to transport  

CONVICTS CCINOSTV CONVICT, to prove guilty  

CONVINCE CCEINNOV to cause to believe something  

COUNTERS CENORSTU COUNTER, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with)  

COUNTING CGINNOTU COUNT, to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total  

COUPLING CGILNOPU COUPLE, to unite in pairs  

COVERING CEGINORV COVER, to place something over or upon  

CREATING ACEGINRT CREATE, to cause to exist  

CROSSING CGINORSS CROSS, to intersect  

CROWNING CGINNORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 D 

DAMAGING AADGGIMN DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to)  

DECIDING CDDEGIIN DECIDE, to make choice or judgment  

DECORATE ACDEEORT to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)  

DEDICATE ACDDEEIT to set apart for some special use  

DEFEATED ADDEEEFT DEFEAT, to win victory over  

DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance  

DEFINING DEFGIINN DEFINE, to state meaning of  

DELIVERS DEEILRSV DELIVER, to take to intended recipient  

DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority  

DEPLOYED DDEELOPY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle  

DEPOSITS DEIOPSST DEPOSIT, to place (to set in particular position)  

DESCENDS CDDEENSS DESCEND, to come or go down  

DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of  

DESIGNED DDEEGINS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out  

DEVELOPS DEELOPSV DEVELOP, to bring to more advanced or effective state  

DIALLING ADGIILLN DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk  

DICTATED ACDDEITT DICTATE, to read aloud for recording  

DICTATES ACDEISTT DICTATE, to read aloud for recording  

DIGESTED DDEEGIST DIGEST, to render food usable for body  

DIRECTED CDDEEIRT DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of  

DISCOUNT CDINOSTU to reduce price of 

DISCOVER CDEIORSV to gain sight or knowledge of 

DISPLAYS ADILPSSY DISPLAY, to make evident or obvious  

DISPOSED DDEIOPSS DISPOSE, to put in place  

DISPOSES DEIOPSSS DISPOSE, to put in place  

DISSOLVE DEILOSSV to make into solution 

DISTILLS DIILLSST DISTILL, to extract by vaporization and condensation  

DISTRICT CDIIRSTT to divide into localities 

DIVIDING DDGIIINV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups  
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DIVORCED CDDEIORV DIVORCE, to terminate marriage contract between  

DIVORCES CDEIORSV DIVORCE, to terminate marriage contract between  

DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great  

DRAFTING ADFGINRT DRAFT, to conscript for military service  

DREAMING ADEGIMNR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)  

DRESSING DEGINRSS DRESS, to put clothes on  

DRILLING DGIILLNR DRILL, to bore hole in  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 E 

EDIFYING DEFGIINY EDIFY, to enlighten  

EDUCATED ACDDEETU EDUCATE, to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)  

EDUCATES ACDEESTU EDUCATE, to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)  

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly  

ELECTING CEEGILNT ELECT, to select by vote for office  

ELEVATED ADEEELTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position)  

ELEVATES AEEELSTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position)  

EMBARKED ABDEEKMR EMBARK, to make start  

EMBODIED BDDEEIMO EMBODY, to provide with body  

EMBODIES BDEEIMOS EMBODY, to provide with body  

EMBRACED ABCDEEMR EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)  

EMBRACES ABCEEMRS EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)  

EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view  

EMITTING EGIIMNTT EMIT, to send forth  

EMPLOYED DEELMOPY EMPLOY, to hire (to engage services of for payment)  

ENACTING ACEGINNT ENACT, to make into law  

ENDOWING DEGINNOW ENDOW, to provide with something  

ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to 

ENFORCED CDEEFNOR ENFORCE, to compel obedience to  

ENFORCES CEEFNORS ENFORCE, to compel obedience to  

ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment))  

ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance 

ENGRAVED ADEEGNRV ENGRAVE, to form by incision  

ENGRAVES AEEGNRSV ENGRAVE, to form by incision  

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from  

ENLARGED ADEEGLNR ENLARGE, to make or become larger  

ENLARGES AEEGLNRS ENLARGE, to make or become larger  

ENLISTED DEEILNST ENLIST, to engage for military service  

ENROLLED DEELLNOR ENROL, to enroll (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) / ENROLL  

ENSLAVED ADEELNSV ENSLAVE, to make slave of  

ENSLAVES AEELNSSV ENSLAVE, to make slave of  

ENTERING EEGINNRT ENTER, to come or go into  

ENTHRONE EEHNNORT to place on throne 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder 

ENVISION EIINNOSV to envisage (to form mental image of) 

EQUIPPED DEEIPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed  

ERECTING CEEGINRT ERECT, to build (to construct)  
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ESCALATE AACEELST to increase (to make or become greater) 

ESTIMATE AEEIMSTT to make approximate judgment of  

EVALUATE AAEELTUV to determine value of 

EXAMINED ADEEIMNX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over)  

EXAMINES AEEIMNSX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over)  

EXECUTED CDEEETUX EXECUTE, to carry out  

EXECUTES CEEESTUX EXECUTE, to carry out  

EXHIBITS BEHIISTX EXHIBIT, to present for public viewing  

EXPELLED DEEELLPX EXPEL, to force out  

EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable  

EXPLORED DEELOPRX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery  

EXPLORES EELOPRSX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery  

EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes  

EXPOSING EGINOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 F 

FASHIONS AFHINOSS FASHION, to give particular shape or form to  

FASTENED ADEEFNST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight)  

FIGHTING FGGHIINT FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary  

FIGURING FGGIINRU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate)  

FILTERED DEEFILRT FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)  

FINANCED ACDEFINN FINANCE, to supply money for  

FINANCES ACEFINNS FINANCE, to supply money for  

FINISHED DEFHIINS FINISH, to bring to end  

FINISHES EFHIINSS FINISH, to bring to end  

FLAGGING AFGGGILN FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)  

FLOATING AFGILNOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid  

FLOODING DFGILNOO FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water)  

FLOWERED DEEFLORW FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants)  

FOCUSING CFGINOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus  

FOCUSSED CDEFOSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus  

FOCUSSES CEFOSSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus  

FORESTED DEEFORST FOREST, to convert into forest (densely wooded area)  

FOUNDERS DEFNORSU FOUNDER, to become disabled  

FOUNDING DFGINNOU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search  

FRACTION ACFINORT to divide into portions  

FREEZING EEFGINRZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat  

FRESHENS EEFHNRSS FRESHEN, to make or become fresh  

FRESHING EFGHINRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh)  

FRONTING FGINNORT FRONT, to provide with front (forward part)  

FUELLING EFGILLNU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 G 

GATHERED ADEEGHRT GATHER, to bring together into one place or group  

GELATING AEGGILNT GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly)  
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GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence 

GLOSSING GGILNOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous  

GRAFTING AFGGINRT GRAFT, to unite with growing plant by insertion  

GRANTING AGGINNRT GRANT, to bestow upon  

GREENING EEGGINNR GREEN, to become green  

GREETING EEGGINRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way  

GRINDING DGGIINNR GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction  

GROOMING GGIMNOOR GROOM, to clean and care for  

GROOVING GGINOORV GROOVE, to form groove (long, narrow depression)  

GROUPING GGINOPRU GROUP, to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 H 

HAMMERED ADEEHMMR HAMMER, to strike repeatedly  

HANDLING ADGHILNN HANDLE, to touch with hands  

HARDENED ADDEEHNR HARDEN, to make hard  

HEARSING AEGHINRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses)  

HUMANIZE AEHIMNUZ to make human  

HYDRATED ADDEHRTY HYDRATE, to combine with water  

HYDRATES ADEHRSTY HYDRATE, to combine with water  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 I 

IDENTIFY DEFIINTY to establish identity of  

IGNITING GGIIINNT IGNITE, to set on fire  

IMAGINED ADEGIIMN IMAGINE, to form mental picture of  

IMAGINES AEGIIMNS IMAGINE, to form mental picture of  

IMMERSED DEEIMMRS IMMERSE, to plunge into liquid  

IMMERSES EEIMMRSS IMMERSE, to plunge into liquid  

IMPLANTS AILMNPST IMPLANT, to set securely  

IMPORTED DEIMOPRT IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad  

IMPOSING GIIMNOPS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory  

INCITING CGIIINNT INCITE, to arouse to action  

INCURRED CDEINRRU INCUR, to bring upon oneself  

INDEXING DEGIINNX INDEX, to provide with index  

INDICTED CDDEIINT INDICT, to charge with crime  

INDUCING CDGIINNU INDUCE, to influence into doing something  

INDUCTED CDDEINTU INDUCT, to bring into military service  

INFECTED CDEEFINT INFECT, to contaminate with disease-producing germs  

INFLAMED ADEFILMN INFLAME, to set on fire  

INFLAMES AEFILMNS INFLAME, to set on fire  

INFLATED ADEFILNT INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air  

INFLATES AEFILNST INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air  

INFORMED DEFIMNOR INFORM, to supply with information  

INFUSING FGIINNSU INFUSE, to permeate with something  

INHABITS ABHIINST INHABIT, to live in  

INITIATE AEIIINTT to originate 
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INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into  

INJURING GIIJNNRU INJURE, to do or cause injury to  

INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record 

INSERTED DEEINRST INSERT, to put in  

INSPECTS CEINPSST INSPECT, to look carefully at or over  

INSPIRED DEIINPRS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of  

INSPIRES EIINPRSS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of  

INSTALLS AILLNSST INSTALL, to place in position for use  

INSTATED ADEINSTT INSTATE, to place in office  

INSTATES AEINSSTT INSTATE, to place in office  

INSURING GIINNRSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss  

INTERRED DEEINRRT INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)  

INVADING ADGIINNV INVADE, to enter for conquest or plunder  

INVENTED DEEINNTV INVENT, to devise originally  

INVESTED DEEINSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit  

INVITING GIIINNTV INVITE, to request presence of  

INVOKING GIIKNNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid  

INVOLVED DEILNOVV INVOLVE, to contain or include as part  

INVOLVES EILNOSVV INVOLVE, to contain or include as part  

ITERATED ADEEIRTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again)  

ITERATES AEEIRSTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 J 

JACKETED ACDEEJKT JACKET, to provide with jacket (short coat)  

JIGGERED DEEGGIJR JIGGER, to jerk up and down  

JUGGLING GGGIJLNU JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 K 

KEYBOARD ABDEKORY to operate machine by means of keyset 

KINDLING DGIIKLNN KINDLE, to cause to burn  

KNITTING GIIKNNTT KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn  

KNOTTING GIKNNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 L 

LABELING ABEGILLN LABEL, to describe or designate  

LABELLED ABDEELLL LABEL, to describe or designate  

LACQUERS ACELQRSU LACQUER, to coat with glossy substance  

LAUNCHED ACDEHLNU LAUNCH, to set in motion  

LAUNCHES ACEHLNSU LAUNCH, to set in motion  

LAUNDERS ADELNRSU LAUNDER, to wash clothes  

LEARNING AEGILNNR LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study  

LEGATING AEGGILNT LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament)  

LETTERED DEEELRTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)  

LICENSED CDEEILNS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to  
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LICENSES CEEILNSS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to  

LIGHTING GGHIILNT LIGHT, to illuminate  

LISTENED DEEILNST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing  

LOCATING ACGILNOT LOCATE, to determine position of  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 M 

MARKETED ADEEKMRT MARKET, to offer for sale  

MARRYING AGIMNRRY MARRY, to enter into marriage  

MASTERED ADEEMRST MASTER, to become skilled in  

MATCHING ACGHIMNT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition  

MEASURED ADEEMRSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of  

MEASURES AEEMRSSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of  

MEDIATED ADDEEIMT MEDIATE, to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement  

MEDIATES ADEEIMST MEDIATE, to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement  

MIGRATED ADEGIMRT MIGRATE, to move from one region to another  

MIGRATES AEGIMRST MIGRATE, to move from one region to another  

MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task  

MOBILIZE BEIILMOZ to put into movement 

MODELING DEGILMNO MODEL, to plan or form after pattern  

MODELLED DDEELLMO MODEL, to plan or form after pattern  

MODIFIED DDEFIIMO MODIFY, to change in form or character  

MODIFIES DEFIIMOS MODIFY, to change in form or character  

MOISTENS EIMNOSST MOISTEN, to make or become moist  

MONETIZE EEIMNOTZ to coin into money  

MORTGAGE AEGGMORT to pledge to creditor as security  

MOTIVATE AEIMOTTV to provide with incentive  

MOULDING DGILMNOU MOULD, to mold (to work into particular shape)  

MOUNTING GIMNNOTU MOUNT, to get up on  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 N 

NOMINATE AEIMNNOT to name as candidate  

NOTIFIED DEFIINOT NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information)  

NOTIFIES EFIINOST NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information)  

NOVATING AGINNOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one  

NUMBERED BDEEMNRU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 O 

OBJECTED BCDEEJOT OBJECT, to argue in opposition  

OBSERVED BDEEORSV OBSERVE, to look attentively  

OBSERVES BEEORSSV OBSERVE, to look attentively  

OBTAINED ABDEINOT OBTAIN, to gain possession of  

OCCUPIED CCDEIOPU OCCUPY, to engage attention or energies of  

OCCUPIES CCEIOPSU OCCUPY, to engage attention or energies of  

OCCURRED CCDEORRU OCCUR, to take place  



Think Again! 
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compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

OFFENDED DDEEFFNO OFFEND, to commit offense  

OFFERING EFFGINOR OFFER, to present for acceptance or rejection  

OPERATED ADEEOPRT OPERATE, to perform function  

OPERATES AEEOPRST OPERATE, to perform function  

OPPOSING GINOOPPS OPPOSE, to be in contention or conflict with  

ORDAINED ADDEINOR ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority  

ORDERING DEGINORR ORDER, to give command or instruction to  

ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole) 

ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole  

ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else  

OXIDIZED DDEIIOXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen  

OXIDIZES DEIIOSXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 P 

PACIFIED ACDEFIIP PACIFY, to make peaceful  

PACIFIES ACEFIIPS PACIFY, to make peaceful  

PACKAGED AACDEGKP PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)  

PACKAGES AACEGKPS PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)  

PAINTING AGIINNPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)  

PANELING AEGILNNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material  

PANELLED ADEELLNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material  

PAPERING AEGINPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)  

PASSAGES AAEGPSSS PASSAGE, to make voyage  

PATCHING ACGHINPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in  

PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country 

PATTERNS AENPRSTT PATTERN, to make according to prescribed design  

PEOPLING EGILNOPP PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants  

PETITION EIINOPTT to make formal request  

PHRASING AGHINPRS PHRASE, to express in words  

PIGMENTS EGIMNPST PIGMENT, to add coloring matter to  

PLANNING AGILNNNP PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end)  

PLANTING AGILNNPT PLANT, to place in ground for growing  

PLASTERS AELPRSST PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)  

PLEADING ADEGILNP PLEAD, to ask for earnestly  

PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed  

PLOTTING GILNOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly  

PLUMBING BGILMNPU PLUMB, to determine depth of  

PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something  

POINTING GIINNOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger  

POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to  

POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing  

POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing  

POPULATE AELOPPTU to inhabit (to live in)  

PORTAGES AEGOPRST PORTAGE, to transport from one navigable waterway to another  

POSITING GIINOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position)  

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location  



Think Again! 
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POWERING EGINOPRW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion  

PRESENTS EENPRSST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone  

PRESSING EGINPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force  

PRINTING GIINNPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface  

PROBATED ABDEOPRT PROBATE, to establish validity of  

PROBATES ABEOPRST PROBATE, to establish validity of  

PRODUCED CDDEOPRU PRODUCE, to bring into existence  

PRODUCES CDEOPRSU PRODUCE, to bring into existence  

PROGRAMS AGMOPRRS PROGRAM, to arrange in plan of proceedings  

PURCHASE ACEHPRSU to acquire by payment of money  

PURIFIED DEFIIPRU PURIFY, to free from impurities  

PURIFIES EFIIPRSU PURIFY, to free from impurities  

PURPOSED DEOPPRSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish  

PURPOSES EOPPRSSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish  

PURSUING GINPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 Q 

QUESTING EGINQSTU QUEST, to make search  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 R 

RADIATED AADDEIRT RADIATE, to emit rays  

RADIATES AADEIRST RADIATE, to emit rays  

RECORDED CDDEEORR RECORD, to set down for preservation  

REGISTER EEGIRRST to record officially  

REGULATE AEEGLRTU to control according to rule 

RELEASED ADEEELRS RELEASE, to set free  

RELEASES AEEELRSS RELEASE, to set free  

REMINDED DDEEIMNR REMIND, to cause to remember  

REPEATED ADEEEPRT REPEAT, to say or do again  

REVIEWED DEEEIRVW REVIEW, to view again  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 S 

SADDLING ADDGILNS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on  

SALUTING AGILNSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect  

SAMPLING AGILMNPS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole  

SCHEDULE CDEEHLSU to assign to certain date or time  

SCHOOLED CDEHLOOS SCHOOL, to educate in institution of learning  

SCREENED CDEEENRS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)  

SCULPTED CDELPSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material  

SEARCHED ACDEEHRS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something  

SEARCHES ACEEHRSS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something  

SEASONED ADEENOSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients  

SECTIONS CEINOSST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts)  

SECURING CEGINRSU SECURE, to make firm or tight  



Think Again! 
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SELECTED CDEEELST SELECT, to choose (to take by preference)  

SENTENCE CEEENNST to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed  

SERVICED CDEEIRSV SERVICE, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

SERVICES CEEIRSSV SERVICE, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

SETTLING EGILNSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order  

SHARPENS AEHNPRSS SHARPEN, to make sharp  

SHINGLED DEGHILNS SHINGLE, to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material)  

SHINGLES EGHILNSS SHINGLE, to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material)  

SHIPPING GHIINPPS SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)  

SHOOTING GHINOOST SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon  

SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water  

SHUFFLED DEFFHLSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet  

SHUFFLES EFFHLSSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet  

SIGHTING GGHIINST SIGHT, to observe or notice  

SILVERED DEEILRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element)  

SITUATED ADEISTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position  

SITUATES AEISSTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position  

SKETCHED CDEEHKST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of  

SKETCHES CEEHKSST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of  

SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)  

SMELTING EGILMNST SMELT, SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves  

SMOOTHED DEHMOOST SMOOTH, to make smooth / SMOOTHE  

SOFTENED DEEFNOST SOFTEN, to make soft  

SOLDERED DDEELORS SOLDER, to join closely together  

SOLIDIFY DFIILOSY to make solid  

SOUNDING DGINNOSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)  

SOURCING CGINORSU SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin  

SPEAKING AEGIKNPS SPEAK, to utter words  

SPECTING CEGINPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate)  

SPELLING EGILLNPS SPELL, to name or write letters of in order  

SPLICING CGIILNPS SPLICE, to join at ends  

SPOOLING GILNOOPS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder  

SPOTTING GINOPSTT SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)  

SPRAYING AGINPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles  

SPROUTED DEOPRSTU SPROUT, to begin to grow  

STABLING ABGILNST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals)  

STACKING ACGIKNST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other)  

STAFFING AFFGINST STAFF, to provide with staff (body of assistants)  

STAMPING AGIMNPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily  

STARTING AGINRSTT START, to set out  

STATIONS AINOSSTT STATION, to assign to position  

STITCHED CDEHISTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle  

STITCHES CEHISSTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle  

STOCKING CGIKNOST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use  

STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost  

STRESSED DEERSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on  

STRESSES EERSSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on  



Think Again! 
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STRICKEN CEIKNRST STRIKE, to hit forcibly  

STRIKING GIIKNRST STRIKE, to hit forcibly  

STRIVING GIINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy  

STUDYING DGINSTUY STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge  

STUFFING FFGINSTU STUFF, to fill or pack tightly  

SUBJECTS BCEJSSTU SUBJECT, to cause to experience  

SUMMONED DEMMNOSU SUMMON, to order to appear  

SUPINATE AEINPSTU to turn so that palm is facing upward 

SUPPLIED DEILPPSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed  

SUPPLIES EILPPSSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed  

SURFACED ACDEFRSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to  

SURFACES ACEFRSSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to  

SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances  

SUSPENDS DENPSSSU SUSPEND, to cause to stop for period  

SWALLOWS ALLOSSWW SWALLOW, to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 T 

TACKLING ACGIKLNT TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground  

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes  

TALLYING AGILLNTY TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)  

TARGETED ADEEGRTT TARGET, to make goal of  

TEACHING ACEGHINT TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to  

TEMPERED DEEEMPRT TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent  

TEXTURED DEERTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving  

TEXTURES EERSTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving  

THEORIZE EEHIORTZ to form theories  

THINKING GHIIKNNT THINK, to formulate in mind  

THREADED ADDEEHRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through  

TIGHTENS EGHINSTT TIGHTEN, to make tight  

TOTALING AGILNOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of  

TOTALLED ADELLOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of  

TOUCHING CGHINOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with  

TRACKING ACGIKNRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle 

TRAINING AGIINNRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically  

TRANSFER AEFNRRST to convey from one source to another 

TRANSMIT AIMNRSTT to send from one place or person to another 

TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along  

TREATING AEGINRTT TREAT, to behave in particular way toward  

TRENCHED CDEEHNRT TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground  

TRENCHES CEEHNRST TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground  

TRIMMING GIIMMNRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting  

TWEETING EEGINTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)  

TWISTING GIINSTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 U 
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UNIFYING FGIINNUY UNIFY, to make into coherent whole  

UTILIZED DEIILTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of  

UTILIZES EIILSTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of  

UTTERING EGINRTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 V 

VALIDATE AADEILTV to give legal force to  

VALORIZE AEILORVZ to establish and maintain price of by governmental action 

VALUATED AADELTUV VALUATE, to appraise (to set value on)  

VALUATES AAELSTUV VALUATE, to appraise (to set value on)  

VEGETATE AEEEGTTV to grow in manner of plant  

VERIFIED DEEFIIRV VERIFY, to prove to be true  

VERIFIES EEFIIRSV VERIFY, to prove to be true  

VERSIONS EINORSSV VERSION, to create new account or description from particular point of view  

VIBRATED ABDEIRTV VIBRATE, to move back and forth rapidly  

VIBRATES ABEIRSTV VIBRATE, to move back and forth rapidly  

VICTUALS ACILSTUV VICTUAL, to provide with food  

VIOLATED ADEILOTV VIOLATE, to break or disregard terms or requirements of  

VIOLATES AEILOSTV VIOLATE, to break or disregard terms or requirements of  

VISITING GIIINSTV VISIT, to go or come to see someone or something  

VITALISE AEIILSTV to vitalize (to give life to)  

VITALIZE AEIILTVZ to give life to 

VIVIFIED DEFIIIVV VIVIFY, to give life to  

VIVIFIES EFIIISVV VIVIFY, to give life to  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 W 

WAKENING AEGIKNNW WAKEN, to wake (to rouse from sleep)  

WEIGHING EGGHIINW WEIGH, to determine weight of  

WIDENING DEGIINNW WIDEN, to make wide or wider  

WRAPPING AGINPPRW WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 X 

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 Y 

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s 

 Z 
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	CONNECTS CCENNOST CONNECT, to join together
	CONQUERS CENOQRSU CONQUER, to overcome by force
	CONSIDER CDEINORS to think about
	CONSIGNS CGINNOSS CONSIGN, to give over to another's care
	CONSOLED CDELNOOS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)
	CONSOLES CELNOOSS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)
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	CONVENED CDEENNOV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together)
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	COUPLING CGILNOPU COUPLE, to unite in pairs
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	CROSSING CGINORSS CROSS, to intersect
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	DAMAGING AADGGIMN DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to)
	DECIDING CDDEGIIN DECIDE, to make choice or judgment
	DECORATE ACDEEORT to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)
	DEDICATE ACDDEEIT to set apart for some special use
	DEFEATED ADDEEEFT DEFEAT, to win victory over
	DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance
	DEFINING DEFGIINN DEFINE, to state meaning of
	DELIVERS DEEILRSV DELIVER, to take to intended recipient
	DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority
	DEPLOYED DDEELOPY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle
	DEPOSITS DEIOPSST DEPOSIT, to place (to set in particular position)
	DESCENDS CDDEENSS DESCEND, to come or go down
	DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of
	DESIGNED DDEEGINS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out
	DEVELOPS DEELOPSV DEVELOP, to bring to more advanced or effective state
	DIALLING ADGIILLN DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk
	DICTATED ACDDEITT DICTATE, to read aloud for recording
	DICTATES ACDEISTT DICTATE, to read aloud for recording
	DIGESTED DDEEGIST DIGEST, to render food usable for body
	DIRECTED CDDEEIRT DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of
	DISCOUNT CDINOSTU to reduce price of
	DISCOVER CDEIORSV to gain sight or knowledge of
	DISPLAYS ADILPSSY DISPLAY, to make evident or obvious
	DISPOSED DDEIOPSS DISPOSE, to put in place
	DISPOSES DEIOPSSS DISPOSE, to put in place
	DISSOLVE DEILOSSV to make into solution
	DISTILLS DIILLSST DISTILL, to extract by vaporization and condensation
	DISTRICT CDIIRSTT to divide into localities
	DIVIDING DDGIIINV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups
	DIVORCED CDDEIORV DIVORCE, to terminate marriage contract between
	DIVORCES CDEIORSV DIVORCE, to terminate marriage contract between
	DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great
	DRAFTING ADFGINRT DRAFT, to conscript for military service
	DREAMING ADEGIMNR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)
	DRESSING DEGINRSS DRESS, to put clothes on
	DRILLING DGIILLNR DRILL, to bore hole in
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	E
	EDIFYING DEFGIINY EDIFY, to enlighten
	EDUCATED ACDDEETU EDUCATE, to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)
	EDUCATES ACDEESTU EDUCATE, to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)
	EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly
	ELECTING CEEGILNT ELECT, to select by vote for office
	ELEVATED ADEEELTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position)
	ELEVATES AEEELSTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position)
	EMBARKED ABDEEKMR EMBARK, to make start
	EMBODIED BDDEEIMO EMBODY, to provide with body
	EMBODIES BDEEIMOS EMBODY, to provide with body
	EMBRACED ABCDEEMR EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)
	EMBRACES ABCEEMRS EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)
	EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view
	EMITTING EGIIMNTT EMIT, to send forth
	EMPLOYED DEELMOPY EMPLOY, to hire (to engage services of for payment)
	ENACTING ACEGINNT ENACT, to make into law
	ENDOWING DEGINNOW ENDOW, to provide with something
	ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to
	ENFORCED CDEEFNOR ENFORCE, to compel obedience to
	ENFORCES CEEFNORS ENFORCE, to compel obedience to
	ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment))
	ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance
	ENGRAVED ADEEGNRV ENGRAVE, to form by incision
	ENGRAVES AEEGNRSV ENGRAVE, to form by incision
	ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from
	ENLARGED ADEEGLNR ENLARGE, to make or become larger
	ENLARGES AEEGLNRS ENLARGE, to make or become larger
	ENLISTED DEEILNST ENLIST, to engage for military service
	ENROLLED DEELLNOR ENROL, to enroll (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) / ENROLL
	ENSLAVED ADEELNSV ENSLAVE, to make slave of
	ENSLAVES AEELNSSV ENSLAVE, to make slave of
	ENTERING EEGINNRT ENTER, to come or go into
	ENTHRONE EEHNNORT to place on throne
	ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder
	ENVISION EIINNOSV to envisage (to form mental image of)
	EQUIPPED DEEIPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed
	ERECTING CEEGINRT ERECT, to build (to construct)
	ESCALATE AACEELST to increase (to make or become greater)
	ESTIMATE AEEIMSTT to make approximate judgment of
	EVALUATE AAEELTUV to determine value of
	EXAMINED ADEEIMNX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over)
	EXAMINES AEEIMNSX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over)
	EXECUTED CDEEETUX EXECUTE, to carry out
	EXECUTES CEEESTUX EXECUTE, to carry out
	EXHIBITS BEHIISTX EXHIBIT, to present for public viewing
	EXPELLED DEEELLPX EXPEL, to force out
	EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable
	EXPLORED DEELOPRX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery
	EXPLORES EELOPRSX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery
	EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes
	EXPOSING EGINOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	F
	FASHIONS AFHINOSS FASHION, to give particular shape or form to
	FASTENED ADEEFNST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight)
	FIGHTING FGGHIINT FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary
	FIGURING FGGIINRU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate)
	FILTERED DEEFILRT FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)
	FINANCED ACDEFINN FINANCE, to supply money for
	FINANCES ACEFINNS FINANCE, to supply money for
	FINISHED DEFHIINS FINISH, to bring to end
	FINISHES EFHIINSS FINISH, to bring to end
	FLAGGING AFGGGILN FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)
	FLOATING AFGILNOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid
	FLOODING DFGILNOO FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water)
	FLOWERED DEEFLORW FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants)
	FOCUSING CFGINOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus
	FOCUSSED CDEFOSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus
	FOCUSSES CEFOSSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus
	FORESTED DEEFORST FOREST, to convert into forest (densely wooded area)
	FOUNDERS DEFNORSU FOUNDER, to become disabled
	FOUNDING DFGINNOU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search
	FRACTION ACFINORT to divide into portions
	FREEZING EEFGINRZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat
	FRESHENS EEFHNRSS FRESHEN, to make or become fresh
	FRESHING EFGHINRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh)
	FRONTING FGINNORT FRONT, to provide with front (forward part)
	FUELLING EFGILLNU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	G
	GATHERED ADEEGHRT GATHER, to bring together into one place or group
	GELATING AEGGILNT GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly)
	GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence
	GLOSSING GGILNOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous
	GRAFTING AFGGINRT GRAFT, to unite with growing plant by insertion
	GRANTING AGGINNRT GRANT, to bestow upon
	GREENING EEGGINNR GREEN, to become green
	GREETING EEGGINRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way
	GRINDING DGGIINNR GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction
	GROOMING GGIMNOOR GROOM, to clean and care for
	GROOVING GGINOORV GROOVE, to form groove (long, narrow depression)
	GROUPING GGINOPRU GROUP, to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	H
	HAMMERED ADEEHMMR HAMMER, to strike repeatedly
	HANDLING ADGHILNN HANDLE, to touch with hands
	HARDENED ADDEEHNR HARDEN, to make hard
	HEARSING AEGHINRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses)
	HUMANIZE AEHIMNUZ to make human
	HYDRATED ADDEHRTY HYDRATE, to combine with water
	HYDRATES ADEHRSTY HYDRATE, to combine with water
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	I
	IDENTIFY DEFIINTY to establish identity of
	IGNITING GGIIINNT IGNITE, to set on fire
	IMAGINED ADEGIIMN IMAGINE, to form mental picture of
	IMAGINES AEGIIMNS IMAGINE, to form mental picture of
	IMMERSED DEEIMMRS IMMERSE, to plunge into liquid
	IMMERSES EEIMMRSS IMMERSE, to plunge into liquid
	IMPLANTS AILMNPST IMPLANT, to set securely
	IMPORTED DEIMOPRT IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad
	IMPOSING GIIMNOPS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory
	INCITING CGIIINNT INCITE, to arouse to action
	INCURRED CDEINRRU INCUR, to bring upon oneself
	INDEXING DEGIINNX INDEX, to provide with index
	INDICTED CDDEIINT INDICT, to charge with crime
	INDUCING CDGIINNU INDUCE, to influence into doing something
	INDUCTED CDDEINTU INDUCT, to bring into military service
	INFECTED CDEEFINT INFECT, to contaminate with disease-producing germs
	INFLAMED ADEFILMN INFLAME, to set on fire
	INFLAMES AEFILMNS INFLAME, to set on fire
	INFLATED ADEFILNT INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air
	INFLATES AEFILNST INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air
	INFORMED DEFIMNOR INFORM, to supply with information
	INFUSING FGIINNSU INFUSE, to permeate with something
	INHABITS ABHIINST INHABIT, to live in
	INITIATE AEIIINTT to originate
	INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into
	INJURING GIIJNNRU INJURE, to do or cause injury to
	INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record
	INSERTED DEEINRST INSERT, to put in
	INSPECTS CEINPSST INSPECT, to look carefully at or over
	INSPIRED DEIINPRS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of
	INSPIRES EIINPRSS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of
	INSTALLS AILLNSST INSTALL, to place in position for use
	INSTATED ADEINSTT INSTATE, to place in office
	INSTATES AEINSSTT INSTATE, to place in office
	INSURING GIINNRSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss
	INTERRED DEEINRRT INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)
	INVADING ADGIINNV INVADE, to enter for conquest or plunder
	INVENTED DEEINNTV INVENT, to devise originally
	INVESTED DEEINSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit
	INVITING GIIINNTV INVITE, to request presence of
	INVOKING GIIKNNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid
	INVOLVED DEILNOVV INVOLVE, to contain or include as part
	INVOLVES EILNOSVV INVOLVE, to contain or include as part
	ITERATED ADEEIRTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again)
	ITERATES AEEIRSTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	J
	JACKETED ACDEEJKT JACKET, to provide with jacket (short coat)
	JIGGERED DEEGGIJR JIGGER, to jerk up and down
	JUGGLING GGGIJLNU JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	K
	KEYBOARD ABDEKORY to operate machine by means of keyset
	KINDLING DGIIKLNN KINDLE, to cause to burn
	KNITTING GIIKNNTT KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn
	KNOTTING GIKNNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	L
	LABELING ABEGILLN LABEL, to describe or designate
	LABELLED ABDEELLL LABEL, to describe or designate
	LACQUERS ACELQRSU LACQUER, to coat with glossy substance
	LAUNCHED ACDEHLNU LAUNCH, to set in motion
	LAUNCHES ACEHLNSU LAUNCH, to set in motion
	LAUNDERS ADELNRSU LAUNDER, to wash clothes
	LEARNING AEGILNNR LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study
	LEGATING AEGGILNT LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament)
	LETTERED DEEELRTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)
	LICENSED CDEEILNS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to
	LICENSES CEEILNSS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to
	LIGHTING GGHIILNT LIGHT, to illuminate
	LISTENED DEEILNST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing
	LOCATING ACGILNOT LOCATE, to determine position of
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	M
	MARKETED ADEEKMRT MARKET, to offer for sale
	MARRYING AGIMNRRY MARRY, to enter into marriage
	MASTERED ADEEMRST MASTER, to become skilled in
	MATCHING ACGHIMNT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition
	MEASURED ADEEMRSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of
	MEASURES AEEMRSSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of
	MEDIATED ADDEEIMT MEDIATE, to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement
	MEDIATES ADEEIMST MEDIATE, to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement
	MIGRATED ADEGIMRT MIGRATE, to move from one region to another
	MIGRATES AEGIMRST MIGRATE, to move from one region to another
	MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task
	MOBILIZE BEIILMOZ to put into movement
	MODELING DEGILMNO MODEL, to plan or form after pattern
	MODELLED DDEELLMO MODEL, to plan or form after pattern
	MODIFIED DDEFIIMO MODIFY, to change in form or character
	MODIFIES DEFIIMOS MODIFY, to change in form or character
	MOISTENS EIMNOSST MOISTEN, to make or become moist
	MONETIZE EEIMNOTZ to coin into money
	MORTGAGE AEGGMORT to pledge to creditor as security
	MOTIVATE AEIMOTTV to provide with incentive
	MOULDING DGILMNOU MOULD, to mold (to work into particular shape)
	MOUNTING GIMNNOTU MOUNT, to get up on
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	N
	NOMINATE AEIMNNOT to name as candidate
	NOTIFIED DEFIINOT NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information)
	NOTIFIES EFIINOST NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information)
	NOVATING AGINNOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one
	NUMBERED BDEEMNRU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	O
	OBJECTED BCDEEJOT OBJECT, to argue in opposition
	OBSERVED BDEEORSV OBSERVE, to look attentively
	OBSERVES BEEORSSV OBSERVE, to look attentively
	OBTAINED ABDEINOT OBTAIN, to gain possession of
	OCCUPIED CCDEIOPU OCCUPY, to engage attention or energies of
	OCCUPIES CCEIOPSU OCCUPY, to engage attention or energies of
	OCCURRED CCDEORRU OCCUR, to take place
	OFFENDED DDEEFFNO OFFEND, to commit offense
	OFFERING EFFGINOR OFFER, to present for acceptance or rejection
	OPERATED ADEEOPRT OPERATE, to perform function
	OPERATES AEEOPRST OPERATE, to perform function
	OPPOSING GINOOPPS OPPOSE, to be in contention or conflict with
	ORDAINED ADDEINOR ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority
	ORDERING DEGINORR ORDER, to give command or instruction to
	ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole)
	ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole
	ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else
	OXIDIZED DDEIIOXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen
	OXIDIZES DEIIOSXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	P
	PACIFIED ACDEFIIP PACIFY, to make peaceful
	PACIFIES ACEFIIPS PACIFY, to make peaceful
	PACKAGED AACDEGKP PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)
	PACKAGES AACEGKPS PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)
	PAINTING AGIINNPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)
	PANELING AEGILNNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material
	PANELLED ADEELLNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material
	PAPERING AEGINPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)
	PASSAGES AAEGPSSS PASSAGE, to make voyage
	PATCHING ACGHINPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in
	PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country
	PATTERNS AENPRSTT PATTERN, to make according to prescribed design
	PEOPLING EGILNOPP PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants
	PETITION EIINOPTT to make formal request
	PHRASING AGHINPRS PHRASE, to express in words
	PIGMENTS EGIMNPST PIGMENT, to add coloring matter to
	PLANNING AGILNNNP PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end)
	PLANTING AGILNNPT PLANT, to place in ground for growing
	PLASTERS AELPRSST PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)
	PLEADING ADEGILNP PLEAD, to ask for earnestly
	PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed
	PLOTTING GILNOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly
	PLUMBING BGILMNPU PLUMB, to determine depth of
	PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something
	POINTING GIINNOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger
	POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to
	POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing
	POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing
	POPULATE AELOPPTU to inhabit (to live in)
	PORTAGES AEGOPRST PORTAGE, to transport from one navigable waterway to another
	POSITING GIINOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position)
	POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location
	POWERING EGINOPRW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion
	PRESENTS EENPRSST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone
	PRESSING EGINPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force
	PRINTING GIINNPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface
	PROBATED ABDEOPRT PROBATE, to establish validity of
	PROBATES ABEOPRST PROBATE, to establish validity of
	PRODUCED CDDEOPRU PRODUCE, to bring into existence
	PRODUCES CDEOPRSU PRODUCE, to bring into existence
	PROGRAMS AGMOPRRS PROGRAM, to arrange in plan of proceedings
	PURCHASE ACEHPRSU to acquire by payment of money
	PURIFIED DEFIIPRU PURIFY, to free from impurities
	PURIFIES EFIIPRSU PURIFY, to free from impurities
	PURPOSED DEOPPRSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish
	PURPOSES EOPPRSSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish
	PURSUING GINPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	Q
	QUESTING EGINQSTU QUEST, to make search
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	R
	RADIATED AADDEIRT RADIATE, to emit rays
	RADIATES AADEIRST RADIATE, to emit rays
	RECORDED CDDEEORR RECORD, to set down for preservation
	REGISTER EEGIRRST to record officially
	REGULATE AEEGLRTU to control according to rule
	RELEASED ADEEELRS RELEASE, to set free
	RELEASES AEEELRSS RELEASE, to set free
	REMINDED DDEEIMNR REMIND, to cause to remember
	REPEATED ADEEEPRT REPEAT, to say or do again
	REVIEWED DEEEIRVW REVIEW, to view again
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	S
	SADDLING ADDGILNS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on
	SALUTING AGILNSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect
	SAMPLING AGILMNPS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole
	SCHEDULE CDEEHLSU to assign to certain date or time
	SCHOOLED CDEHLOOS SCHOOL, to educate in institution of learning
	SCREENED CDEEENRS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)
	SCULPTED CDELPSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material
	SEARCHED ACDEEHRS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something
	SEARCHES ACEEHRSS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something
	SEASONED ADEENOSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients
	SECTIONS CEINOSST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts)
	SECURING CEGINRSU SECURE, to make firm or tight
	SELECTED CDEEELST SELECT, to choose (to take by preference)
	SENTENCE CEEENNST to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed
	SERVICED CDEEIRSV SERVICE, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	SERVICES CEEIRSSV SERVICE, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	SETTLING EGILNSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order
	SHARPENS AEHNPRSS SHARPEN, to make sharp
	SHINGLED DEGHILNS SHINGLE, to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material)
	SHINGLES EGHILNSS SHINGLE, to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material)
	SHIPPING GHIINPPS SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)
	SHOOTING GHINOOST SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon
	SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water
	SHUFFLED DEFFHLSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet
	SHUFFLES EFFHLSSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet
	SIGHTING GGHIINST SIGHT, to observe or notice
	SILVERED DEEILRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element)
	SITUATED ADEISTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position
	SITUATES AEISSTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position
	SKETCHED CDEEHKST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of
	SKETCHES CEEHKSST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of
	SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)
	SMELTING EGILMNST SMELT, SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves
	SMOOTHED DEHMOOST SMOOTH, to make smooth / SMOOTHE
	SOFTENED DEEFNOST SOFTEN, to make soft
	SOLDERED DDEELORS SOLDER, to join closely together
	SOLIDIFY DFIILOSY to make solid
	SOUNDING DGINNOSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)
	SOURCING CGINORSU SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin
	SPEAKING AEGIKNPS SPEAK, to utter words
	SPECTING CEGINPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate)
	SPELLING EGILLNPS SPELL, to name or write letters of in order
	SPLICING CGIILNPS SPLICE, to join at ends
	SPOOLING GILNOOPS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder
	SPOTTING GINOPSTT SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)
	SPRAYING AGINPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles
	SPROUTED DEOPRSTU SPROUT, to begin to grow
	STABLING ABGILNST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals)
	STACKING ACGIKNST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other)
	STAFFING AFFGINST STAFF, to provide with staff (body of assistants)
	STAMPING AGIMNPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily
	STARTING AGINRSTT START, to set out
	STATIONS AINOSSTT STATION, to assign to position
	STITCHED CDEHISTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle
	STITCHES CEHISSTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle
	STOCKING CGIKNOST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use
	STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost
	STRESSED DEERSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on
	STRESSES EERSSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on
	STRICKEN CEIKNRST STRIKE, to hit forcibly
	STRIKING GIIKNRST STRIKE, to hit forcibly
	STRIVING GIINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy
	STUDYING DGINSTUY STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge
	STUFFING FFGINSTU STUFF, to fill or pack tightly
	SUBJECTS BCEJSSTU SUBJECT, to cause to experience
	SUMMONED DEMMNOSU SUMMON, to order to appear
	SUPINATE AEINPSTU to turn so that palm is facing upward
	SUPPLIED DEILPPSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed
	SUPPLIES EILPPSSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed
	SURFACED ACDEFRSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to
	SURFACES ACEFRSSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to
	SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances
	SUSPENDS DENPSSSU SUSPEND, to cause to stop for period
	SWALLOWS ALLOSSWW SWALLOW, to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	T
	TACKLING ACGIKLNT TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground
	TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes
	TALLYING AGILLNTY TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)
	TARGETED ADEEGRTT TARGET, to make goal of
	TEACHING ACEGHINT TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to
	TEMPERED DEEEMPRT TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent
	TEXTURED DEERTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving
	TEXTURES EERSTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving
	THEORIZE EEHIORTZ to form theories
	THINKING GHIIKNNT THINK, to formulate in mind
	THREADED ADDEEHRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through
	TIGHTENS EGHINSTT TIGHTEN, to make tight
	TOTALING AGILNOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of
	TOTALLED ADELLOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of
	TOUCHING CGHINOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with
	TRACKING ACGIKNRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle
	TRAINING AGIINNRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically
	TRANSFER AEFNRRST to convey from one source to another
	TRANSMIT AIMNRSTT to send from one place or person to another
	TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along
	TREATING AEGINRTT TREAT, to behave in particular way toward
	TRENCHED CDEEHNRT TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground
	TRENCHES CEEHNRST TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground
	TRIMMING GIIMMNRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting
	TWEETING EEGINTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)
	TWISTING GIINSTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	U
	UNIFYING FGIINNUY UNIFY, to make into coherent whole
	UTILIZED DEIILTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of
	UTILIZES EIILSTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of
	UTTERING EGINRTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 8s
	V
	VALIDATE AADEILTV to give legal force to
	VALORIZE AEILORVZ to establish and maintain price of by governmental action
	VALUATED AADELTUV VALUATE, to appraise (to set value on)
	VALUATES AAELSTUV VALUATE, to appraise (to set value on)
	VEGETATE AEEEGTTV to grow in manner of plant
	VERIFIED DEEFIIRV VERIFY, to prove to be true
	VERIFIES EEFIIRSV VERIFY, to prove to be true
	VERSIONS EINORSSV VERSION, to create new account or description from particular point of view
	VIBRATED ABDEIRTV VIBRATE, to move back and forth rapidly
	VIBRATES ABEIRSTV VIBRATE, to move back and forth rapidly
	VICTUALS ACILSTUV VICTUAL, to provide with food
	VIOLATED ADEILOTV VIOLATE, to break or disregard terms or requirements of
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